Abstract: We give a simple proof of the result of Grable on the asymptotics of the number of partial Steiner systems S(t,k,m).
INTRODUCTION
A partial Steiner system StY kY m is a collection of k-subsets of an m-element set M such that each t-subset is contained in at most one k-subset from StY kY m. When every t-subset of M is contained in exactly one k-subset from StY kY m, we have a classical Steiner system on the set M with parameters t and k. Some bounds of the number of such systems for t 2Y k 3 and t 3Y k 4 were obtained in [1] , [9] , [7] and [6] . Very little is known about the number of classical Steiner systems for large t and k.
The number of distinct partial Steiner systems StY kY m we denote by stY kY m. For two sequences f m and g m we write f m $ g m if f m ag m 3 1 as m 3 I.
In [5] Grable announced that using the Ro Èdl nibble algorithm [8] and generalizing the result in [3] he proved the following: Theorem 1. Let t and k be two ®xed positive integers, t`k. Then
The Ro Èdl nibble algorithm is a very powerful but not an easy technique. In this paper we give a simple proof of Theorem 1. We use the result of Frankl and Ro Èdl [4] concerning the existence of nearly perfect matchings in hypergraphs. A hypergraph H is a pair VY E, where V is a ®nite set of vertices and E is a ®nite family of subsets of VY called edges. A hypergraph is r-uniform if every edge contains precisely r vertices. The number of edges of a hypergraph H containing a vertex v is called the degree of v and denoted by d H v or simply dv. For two distinct vertices u and v of a hypergraph H, the number of edges containing both u and v is denoted by d H uY v or simply duY v. A matching in a hypergraph is a collection of pairwise disjoint edges. We will use the result in [4] in the following slightly weaker form.
Theorem 2. Let integer r ! 3 and real b 0 be ®xed, and H be an r-uniform hypergraph on n vertices. There exists b 0 and n 0 b 0 such that if for some D and for every pair of distinct vertices u and v of H the following two conditions hold:
then for all n ! n 0 H has a matching containing at least d1 À n r e edges.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let r 
À Á
vertices, that is, the hypergraph is r-uniform.
Let be real, 0``1a2. We de®ne a random subfamily F p of the family F by choosing independently each k-subset of F with probability p d
À1
. Taking into account the one-to-one correspondence between k-subsets of the m-set M and the edges of the hypergraph HtY kY m we obtain a random subhypergraph H p H p tY kY m corresponding to the random family F p. Lemma 1. Let X be the random variable equal to the number of partial Steiner systems StY kY m in the random family F p each containing at least T d1 À n r e k-subsets. Then, fX ! 1g ! 1 À for suf®ciently large m.
The proof of Lemma 1 will be given in Section 3. It uses the observation that since the vertex degrees and pair degrees of random subhypergraph H p are sums of independent indicator variables, the Chernoff bounds prove that H p almost always satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 and, therefore, contains a matching with at least T d1 À Taking into account that 
Proof of Lemma 2. We use the following bounds for probabilities of large deviations of sums Z L i1 z i of independent random variables z 1 Y F F F Y z L such that z i takes two values 0 and 1, and Pfz i 1g pY Pfz i 0g 1 À p (see [2] ):
For each vertex u we de®ne independent random variables y 1 Y F F F Y y du such that y j 1 iff the jth edge containing u is in H p tY kY m, and y j 0, otherwise. It is clear, that
Similarly, for every two distinct vertices u and v we de®ne independent random variables x 1 Y F F F Y x duYv such that x j 1 iff the jth edge containing both u and v is in H p tY kY m, and x j 0 otherwise. Clearly,
À Á m À t kÀt , we obtain, for suf®ciently large m,
. Then (5) implies g b ln n. This and (4) imply
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
Lemma 2 and inequality (4) 
